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rumbled on, traversing the long perspective in a reddish haze,
and in the haze the pitiable recollection of Pcnzance,
Arizona,   What despairing Cornishman, dreaming of Truro,
named this lodge in the wilderness ?   Did he hear the tide-
rip off Land's End on baking nights, when the (lust-devils
danced before his porch and the hot wind from Mexico
breathed across Arizona ?   He was so far from Looe and the
little houses of Polperro.   And yet a Cornishman might feel
at home in the red desert.   For Cornishman, they say,
are sometimes more than half Spanish ; and the red desert
has a Spanish look,   Spain is never very far from the Santa
F£ trail   It echoes in Manuelito and Las Vegas; there is a
touch of it where the Fathers built their missions ; and some-
times a tumbled skyline hints at the bare hills outside
Toledo,   One is left with an odd fancy that when Spain
carried with her in her conquests her language, art, and re-
ligion, she took her landscape too,
So we rolled on across the desert.   The gentleman from
Denver, his passion for narrative temporarily assuaged,
was sleeping; the fretful child, too tired even to complain,
drooped inconsolably; and in the corner of the car George
shifted his position to dream more easily of a Pullman
porter's paradise, where there are no more beds to make and
everyone is quite polite.   Another caravan pants by and
waves a hand from its rear platform.   In front of us the rails
stretch forward endlessly to California; behind they stream
as endlessly beneath the observation-car; and on either side
the indifferent desert offers its red distances to our unseeing
windows,   We have ceased to be a train crossing a landscape
and are now a point moving across a map devoid of features,
The eye, with nothing to look at, becomes unutterably tired,
Even the shimmering delusion of mirage scarcely amuses it.
For the prospect is as dull as the world before Creation, a
void punctuated at regular intervals by the monotony of
telegraph poles.
But the desert is not always empty,   Sometimes, a little
after sundown, it has a haunted look, an air of frequentation

